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Let R denote a commutative ring and B(R) the Brauer group of classes of 
Azumaya R-algebras as developed in [1]. An Azumaya R-algebra A represents a 
class in S(R)cB(R) if there is a finite group G and an R-algebra epimorphism 
f :  RG--*A. Let B be another Azumaya R-algebra nd H a finite group with an R- 
algebra epimorphism g : RH--,B. If/-t is the group whose elements are the same as 
the elements of H with multiplication given by x xy =yx (where multiplication on 
the right is in H), then the correspondence (x,y)-,f(x)®g(y) induces an R-algebra 
epimorphism R(G×tt)--*A®B °. Thus, S(R) is a subgroup of B(R) called the 
Schur group of R. This note is concerned with computations of the Schur group of 
a commutative ring and with properties of cyclotomic algebras which represent 
certain classes in the Schur group. 
If R is a commutative ring of non-zero characteristic, then S(R)= (0). On the 
other hand, any finite Abelian group is the Schur group of a commutative ring 
which is finitely generated as an algebra over the rational integers. We generalize 
several standard facts about the Schur group of a field to commutative rings with 
finitely many idempotents. If R is a field, a consequence of the Brauer-Witt 
Theorem (pg. 31 of [14]) is that every element of S(R) is represented by a cyclotomic 
R-algebra. For a commutative ring R with finitely many idempotents, the classes in 
B(R) represented by cyclotomic algebras form a subgroup S'(R) of S(R) and the 
inclusion S'(R)CS(R) may be proper. The functorial properties of the Brauer 
functor give an action of Aut(R) as a group of automorphisms of B(R), and S(R) 
(and S'(R) when R contains only finitely many idempotents) are left invariant under 
this action. If R is an integral domain and S'(R) contains an element of order m, 
then Units(R) contains an element of order m, and a cyclotomic R-algebra is fixed 
by an automorphism of R if and only if the automorphisms fixes the element of 
order m in Units(R). 
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Proposition 1. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic n> O. Then S(R) = (0). 
Proof. Begin by assuming R is connected (the only idempotents in R are 0 and 1). 
let G be a finite group and A an Azumaya R-algebra. Assume there is an R-algebra 
epimorphism f : RG --,A. Let P be the prime subring of G and let B =f(PG). Thus, 
B is the P-subalgebra of A generated by {f(g): g in G }. Any element in the center 
C of B is in the center of A, so CCR. Let N be the radical of B. Since B is a finite 
ring, N is nilpotent. It is easy to check that AN is a nilpotent wo-sided ideal in A. 
Since A is an Azumaya R-algebra, AN= Am for a nilpotent ideal m of R (Corollary 
2.3.7 of [4]). Replace R by R/m and A by AlmA.  A is still an Azumaya R-algebra, 
and since m is nilpotent, R is connected. There is still an epimorphism f " RG--*A. 
The prime ring of our new R is a field k, and B =f(kG) has no non-trivial nilpotent 
two-sided ideals. Thus, the center C of B is a finite connected ring with no nilpotent 
ideals so C is a field and B is an Azumaya C-algebra. The natural epimorphism R ® 
B --*A is one-to-one since it is one-to-one on R = R ® C. Since C is finite, B is in the 
zero class of B(C), so A is in the zero class of B(R). The Brauer group is unchanged 
modulo a nilpotent ideal [6]. This shows S(R)= (0) whenever R is connected. If R 
contains idempotents, then for each p in the Pierce Sheaf of R, Ap is in the zero 
class of B(Rp). It follows from Corollary 1.11 of [10] that A is in the zero class of 
B(R) and the result follows. 
As a result of Proposition 1, we will assume from now on that R has charac- 
teristic = 0. 
Theorem 1. Let ~ be any finite abelian group, then there is a commutative, finitely 
generated Z-algebra R with S(R) = s]. 
Proof. It is easy to show that S(R~ T)=S(R)x S(T), so it suffices to assume ~¢ is 
the cyclic group Cq, of order qn for a prime q and positive integer n. 
Case 1: q is an odd prime. 
Let p be an odd prime chosen so that p -1  (mod qn) and p -3  (rood 4). Such a 
prime exists by the Chinese Remainder Theorem and Dirichlet's Theorem which 
says that an arithmetic progression contains an infinite number of primes. Let 
K=Q(e4q,,x/-p), where e4q- is a primitive 4q n root of 1. Let S(p,q; K) be the 
subgroup of S(K) consisting of those classes (A) such that indr(A)= 1 for all ra- 
tional primes r~p,q (indr(A) is the index of A tensored with the completion of K 
at any prime of K lying over r). We want to see first that S(p, q; K)= Cq°. By 
Theorem 1 of [3], the order of any element in S(K) divides 4q n. Let (B) be in 
S(p, q; K) and assume indp(B) divides 4. By Corollary 1 of [7], (B)= (K®C) where 
(C) is in S2(Q(e4)). By Theorem 4.4, pg. 43 of [14], b divides (p -1 ) .  Since p- -3 
(mod 4), then b = indp(C) < 3. Let P be a prime in Q(e4) lying over p and let/5 be 
a prime in K lying over P. Letting invp be the Hasse invariant at P, we have by II, 
pg. 374 of [2], 
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inv~(K®C)-dxinvp(C) (mod 1) where d=(QpK : Qp(e4)). 
Since d=2,  invp(K®C)=0. Thus, if (B) is in S(p,q; K), then indp(B) is a power 
of q. Now assume (B) is in S(p, q; K), and consider indq(B). Applying Theorem 
4.3 of [14] again (with c= (p -1)  in 4.3 of [14]) we get indq(B)= 1. To this point 
we have seen that if (B) is in S(p, q; K), then indq(B)= 1 and indp(B)= qS with 
s_< n. In the proof of Lemma 3 of [3], a finite group H of order paqb is constructed 
so that a central component (B) of Q(eq,)H has indp(B)=q n and indr(B)= 1 for 
all rational primes r:/:p. Let P be a prime in Q(eq,) lying over p and let/5 be a 
prime in K lying over P. Then as above, 
invp(K®B)-  d x invp(B) (mod 1) where d = (QpK : Qp(eq.)) = 4. 
Thus, indp(K®B)=q n and indr(K®B)= 1 whenever :#p. Thus S(p,q;K) con- 
tains an element of order qn. It now follows that S(p, q; K) is cyclic of order qn 
with generator (K®B). Let R=Z(e4q,,X/-p, 1/p, 1/q), and let A be the natural 
image of RH in K®B. Then A is a separable R-algebra since [/4: 1] ~ Units(R). It 
follows that A is a maximal R order in K®B, so A is an Azumaya R-algebra. Thus 
(A) is in S(R). Since R is a Dedekind domain, the order of (A) in S(R) is equal to 
the order of (K®B) in S(K) (7.2 of [1]), so S(R) contains a cyclic subgroup of order 
qn. Let (C) be in S(R), then (K®C) is in S(K). If indr(K®C)~:l ,  then K®C is 
ramified at r (Theorem 1, pg. 145 of [13]), so in this case r=p, q since C is separable 
and thus unramified at all (non-invertible) primes of R. Thus, (K®C) is in 
S(p, q; K) which implies S(R)= Cq,. 
Case 2: q = 2 and n > 1. 
Let p be an odd prime so that p---1 (mod2 n) and let K=Q(eq,). As in Case 1, 
by employing the construction of Lemma 3 of [3], there is a finite group H of order 
2ap b and a central component B of KH which represents an element of order 2 ~ in 
S(p, 2; K). Theorems 3 and 4 of [3] assert hat S(p, 2; K) is cyclic of order 2 ~. If 
R = Z(e2., 1/2, 1/p), then as in Case 1, S(R)= C2n. 
Case 3: q = 2 and n = 1. 
Let R = Z(v~), and let D be the usual quaternions over Q(v~) with basis (1, i, j, k). 
Let a=( l+i ) /~,b=( l+j ) /42,  and let A=R+RA+Rb+Rab.  Then it is well 
known (Exercise 2, pg. 147 of [4]) that B(R)=C2 is generated by the class 
represented by A. But aS= bS= 1 and ab = b4a, so A is a homomorphic image of 
RH where H is a group of order 64. Thus S(R) = B(R) = C2 in this case. This proves 
the theorem. 
Remark. Using the same techniques as in the proof of Theorem 1, one can show that 
I. If Pl, ...,Pt are distinct primes, then S(Z(1/pl ""pt))=(C2) t. (The generating 
classes for S(Z(1/pl ""Pt)) have a representative with index = 2 at 1/pi and the in- 
finite real prime of Q.) In particular, S(Z(1/2))= C2, and the nontrivial class in 
S(Z(1/2)) has a representative which is a homomorphic image of the group ring of 
the quaternion group of order 8. 
II. If q is a prime and n is a positive integer, then S(Z(e:, l/q)= (0). 
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III. If R is the ring of integers in the algebraic number field K, then S(R)= (0) 
if there are zero or an odd number of real imbeddings of K. If there are an even 
number of real imbeddings of K, then S(R)C C2. The ring Z(v~) in Theorem 1 is 
the ring of integers in Q(x/2). This field has two real imbeddings and in this case, 
S(R)=C2. 
IV. Let q be any prime and n a positive integer. Let p be a prime chosen so that 
p___ 1 (rood qn). Let K be a subfield of Q(ep) with [K: Q]=(p-1) /q" .  Let Kp be 
the local field obtained by completing K at a prime P lying over p. By Theorem 4.4 
of [14], S(Ku) is a cyclic group of order (p -  1)/c where c is the tame ramification 
index of Kp over Qp. Since p is totally ramified in Kp, c = (p - 1)/q" so (p -  1)/c = 
qn and S(Kp)= Cq,. Thus, any cyclic group of prime power order is the Schur 
group of a local field, and any finite Abelian group is the Schur group of a finite 
direct sum of local fields. 
Let S"(R) be the subset of S(R) consisting of those classes which have a represen- 
tative which is a homomorphic image of a separable group algebra over R. The 
group ring o f  R(G) is separable if and only if [G: I ]  is a unit in R. Thus 
S"(Z(x/2)) ~ S(Z(x/2)). It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 and Remark I above 
that for any finite Abelian group d there is a commutative ring with S"(R)= s¢. 
Let R be a connected commutative ring and let n be a positive integer. Assume the 
separable closure of R contains a primitive nth root of unity en and that R(e,) is 
a Galois extension of R in the separable closure with Galois group H. Let b be a 
2-cocycle on H with values in the cyclic group generated by e n. The crossed pro- 
duct algebra [R(en)/R, H, b] is called a cyclotomic R-algebra. If R = RI @).." ~)Rm 
with Ri connected, then a cyclotomic R-algebra is the direct sum of cyclotomic Ri- 
algebras, i = 1,..., m. If R is not connected, questions about cyclotomic R-algebras 
reduce to questions about cyclotomic algebras over the connected components of 
R. We will not always explicitly make this reduction. Cyclotomic R-algebras are 
Azumaya R-algebras (3.2.12 of [4]). There is a central extension G of (en) by H 
determined by the cocycle b, and a natural homomorphism from RG onto 
[R(en)/R, H, b]. If [R(em)/R,/-it, 6] is another cyclotomic rossed product determin- 
ing the central extension K, then [R(en)/R, H, b] × [R(em)/R, H, b] ° is a homomor- 
phic image of R(G × K), so the classes in S(R) with a representative which is a 
cyclotomic R2algebra form a subgroup of S(R) which we denote S'(R). Let p and 
q be odd primes and let euq be a primitive pqth root of 1. Let R = Z(euq + euq) and 
let S = Z(euq). Then S/R is a Galois extension of rank = 2 (since S/R is unramified 
at all the finite primes of R). The algebra [S/R, (72, - 1] is an Azumaya crossed pro- 
duct representing a nontrivial element in B(R) (since - 1 is not a norm from the quo- 
tient field of S to the quotient field of R). Since no integer bigger than 1 is invertible 
in R, S'(R) q: S"(R). 
Remark. We have already observed that the inclusion S"(R)C S(R) is proper when 
R = Z(v~). Since Z(x/2) is separably closed, S'(ZV~)= 0 so the inclusion S'(R)C S(R) 
may also be proper. 
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Proposition 2. Let R be an integrally closed noetherian domain. Then S"(R) C S'(R). 
Proof. Let (A)•S"(R) with f :RG- ,A  an epimorphism of R-algebras and 
n = [G: 1] e Units(R). Let Kbe  the quotient field of R. By 3.11 of [14] we have (K® 
A) = [K(em)/K, H, bl for some primitive ruth root of unity em and some 2-cocycle 
b :H × H--,D where D is a cyclic group of roots of unity in K(em). It follows from 
the proof of 3.11 of [14] that m may be chosen so that if p is a prime with (p, n) -- 1, 
then (p, m) = 1. If (p, m) = 1, then there are arbitrarily large integers with pS_ 1 
(mod n). The order of b in HE(H,K(em)) divides n, so bPS=b. Thus we can 
assume the values of b lie in (era). By restriction, H is a group of automorphisms 
of R(em) and since R is integrally closed, H fixes exactly R. Since m e Units(R), 
R(em) is a separable xtension of R. By (3.1.2 of [4]), R(em) is a Galois extension 
of R with group H. The crossed product [R(em)/R, H, b] is a cyclotomic R-algebra 
and K®[R(em)/R,H,b]-~[K(em)/K,H,b]. By 7.2 of [1] it follows that A is 
equivalent to [R(em)/R, H, b] in B(R) which proves the proposition. 
The functorial properties of the Brauer functor give an action of Aut(R) on B(R). 
This action can be given on the algebra level in the following way. If (A) e B(R) and 
tre Aut(R), let A a be the R-algebra equal to R as a ring but with R-algebra ction 
given by the rule r × a--tr -l (r)a for r • R and a e A. Consequences of this observa- 
tion have been worked out in [9] and [5]. 
Proposition 3. The groups S(R) (and S'(R) when R has finitely many idempotents) 
are invariant subgroups of B(R) under the natural action of  Aut(R) on B(R). 
Proof. Let A be an Azumaya R-algebra nd G a finite group. Let f :  RG--,A be an 
algebra epimorphism, and let tr~Aut(R). Then f :RaG-- ,A o is an R-algebra 
epimorphism. On the other hand, RG=RaG as R-algebras by the map 
rg x g~tr(rg)× g. Thus S(R) is invariant under Aut(R). Assume R is connected, and 
let [R(em)/R, H, b] be a cyclotomic algebra representing an element in S'(R), and let 
tr • Aut(R). Then [R(em)/R, H, b]~ = [R(em)/R, H, ba]. This last algebra is also a 
cyclotomic algebra. The result for rings with finitely many idempotents follows 
easily. 
Proposition 4 (6.2 of [14]). Let R be an integral domain. I f  S'(R) contains an ele- 
ment [R(en), H, b] of order m, then R contains a primitive mth tool of 1. 
Proof. Since H is abelian, for each cr in H, b is a well-defined factor set where 
b(z, y) = cr(b(z, y)) for all z, 7 ~H. Map [R(en)/R, H, b] to [R(en)/R, H, b a] by xoua ~ 
tr(xa)y. This induces an R-algebra isomorphism, so [R(en)/R, H, b] is equivalent to 
[R(en)/R, H, b ~] in B(R). There is a positive integer such that tr(en)= e~ so b = b r. 
Since [R(en)/R, H, b] has order m, it follows that m divides r -1 ,  or r= 1 + m s, 
s ~ Z. Now a(em) - -  r _ _1 +ms_  ^ -em-  em -era, so a(em)= em for all a ~ H so r m is in R. 
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Proposition 5 (Corollary 2 of [9]). Let R be an integral domain. Then an element 
o f  order m in S'(R) is f ixed by an element r in Aut(R) if and only i f  R contains a 
primitive mth root o f  1 fixed by tr. 
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 4 we saw e,,, e R. As in the proof of Proposition 
S 4, for any tre Aut(R), if tr(em) = em then [R(en)/R, H, b]o = [R(en)/R, H, b] if and 
only if m divides s if and only if tr(em)= em. 
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